
Haunt the real slender story

1. Noun

2. Modal

3. Noun

4. Verb

5. Proper Noun

6. Noun

7. Adjective

8. Adverb

9. Noun

10. Adverb

11. Adverb
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Haunt the real slender story

So what would happen if you did awake in a Noun you've never seen before? It's simple really. Find a

way out. When I awoke I found my two friends Elijah Brown, and Daniel Gangon already looking around the

area. We Modal speak for some reason but we knew what needed to be done. As we walked along the

dirt path we found a Noun . My personal guess was that the truck wasn't used in quite some time.

Mostly the rust gave it away. Then Dan discovered a book. A book on the project Haunt. Even though we should

Verb focused on leaving we were so intrigued by this book. Then we heard a near fence door opening.

Then lightning hit. I was completely blinded but regained my vision soon after to see Eli get dragged away. Me

and Dan ran after but found no trace of where they went. As we followed the branching paths we eventually

found Proper Noun glasses. Then another lightning strike. Again when I regained my vision I saw Dan

was getting lifted into the tree branches and then nothing. I ran as fast as I could until I reached a Noun .

I shut the door behind me and hid in a room. For what felt like hours I hid until I heard a door opening and

closing. This wasn't Adjective . So I grabbed a rock and opened the door to find Eli covered in what

looked like blood. He collapsed Adverb I looked up there was the thing that was chasing us. It was the

legendary Noun . I blacked out Adverb to awake Adverb .
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